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SOME REMARKS ON ECONOMIC GROWTH, RESILIENCE AND CATASTROPHES

INTRODUCTION

It has long since been recognizedby ecologistsand biologists

as being typical for living systemsto posessseveralqualita-

tively different equilibria. Here equilibrium means a state

which the system does not depart from by itself provided that

the system's"law of motion" is not changed.1)

Moreover, for living systemsit is the exception, not the rule

to remain for a very long time within the same domain'of attrac-

tion, that is the set of 'statesleading to a particular equi-

librium. To be able to push oneself towards ever newequilib-

ria can almost be taken as a synonym for being alive.

Hence,theweak point common to many theoriesof dynamical

systems2) is not so much the assumptionthat the systems is

already in equilibrium when we start looking at it but the lack

of explanationwhy the systemhas attained just this equilibrium

and not another one,andwhether it may be expectedto change

to a different domain of attraction in the future.3)

It is precisely this aspectwhich has been somewhatneglected

in economic theory namely in its mathematicallymost sophisti-

cated branch, "General-EquilibriumTheory".

1)CHIPMAN (1965, p. 35) writes:
"EqUilibrium-meaning a balanceof opposing forces- is a
concept as fundamental in economicsas in physics. The rea-
son why it is so fundamental is that the concept is much more
complex than might at first be supposed".

2)A classic referenceis LOTKA (1956)

3)AS biological systemscan, basically, be in a living as well
as in a dead state,theycan always be assumedto posessmore
than one eqUilibrium.
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By that theory the existenceof multiple equilibria in production

and trading systemsis well establishedbut the qualitative

differencesbetween the equilibria and the reasonswhy the

systemmight switch from one equilibrium to anotherare not

in the center of interest.

A convenient tool to display the global behavior of one- and

two-dimensionalsystemsis the so called ｰ ｨ ｡ ｳ ･ ｾ ｰ ｯ ｲ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｩ ｴ Ｎ Assume

that for a twc-dimensionalsystem with variables (x 1 /x
2

) whose

｢ ･ ｨ ｾ ｶ ｩ ｯ ｲ or "law of motion" is governedby a differential

equation

d
dt (x, (t), x2 (t» = f (x, (t) / x 2 (t» /

the phase-portraitlooks as sketchedin Fig. 1.

The phaseportrait which is determinedby the form of the

function f(.,.) tells us for any initial state (x, (9), x 2 (O»

how the system is going to evolve from thereon.

Assume, moreover, that the viable statesof the systemsare

those lying to the left of the dashed line d-d.1)

D

FIGURE ,

')"viable states" are those for which the given differential
equation is valid.
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The phaseportrait shows two stability regions A and B, fully

within the viable domain and a further set of statesC, out-

side the "circle", leading to ｴ ｨ ･ ｾ ｮ Ｍ ｶ ｩ ｡ ｢ ｬ ･ domain D to the

right of the boundary d-d. The stateson the line d-d.are not

stationarypoints of the differential equationwhich is valid

in AUBUC but it seemsto be legitimate to call these states

equilibria too becausethe system stops and remains there.

Comparing the evolution of the systemoriginating from three

alternative initial statesxA'xB,xC we see that the behavior

of the systemmight be qualitatively different although the

statesxA,xB,xC may be located arbitrarily close to each other.

Now, obviously, one possibility for the system to change
,

qualitatively its path of evolution is that by exogenousshock

the initial state is changedfrom xB to xC' say, and the system

then exhibits a tendency towards the non-viable domain.

Another possibility is that by a sudden changeof the 'law of

motion' f(.,.) itself the circle-line seperatingdomains AUB

and CUD could contract, thus leaving xB and xA out'of AUB and

within C and, consequently,leading to a path of evolution of

the system not predictablebefore.1)

RESILIENCE AND OPTIMALITY: THE BIG TRADEOFF

HOLLING (1973), abstractingfrom a rich menu of case studies

of ecological systemsintroduced the conceptof resilience

of a multiple equilibria systemwhich "is the ability of a

system to absorb and even to benefit by unexpectedfinite changes

in systemvariablesand parameters,without detoriating irre-

versibly", HOLLING (1976).

1)This has some implications for systems, such as nuclearreactor
safety systems, which cannot be designedby a trial (choose a
function f)and error (accident happensand system swiches to
non-viable equilibrium) procedure.
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That is the reaction of a resilient system to suddenchanges

of the kind describedabove should not be to move towards a

qualitatively different and possibly non-viable equilibrium,

YORQUE (1975). We have to distinguish here resilienceagainst

exogenouschangesof state ("resilience in the phase-plane")

and resilienceagainstchange of the 'law of motion' (resilien-

ce of the phaseplane", see GRUHM (1976». By changesof the

secondkind an etire stability region could collaps and vanish.

In Fig. 1 this happensif, for example, domain AUB is contracted

to a point.

Imagine now that we know that the stateof the system is at

presentsomewherewithin domain AUB of Fig. 1. It is intuitively

clear that, without any further knowledge, the likelihood that

the stateof the system is pushedout of the 'secure' domain

AUB, or that this domain of attraction collapsestotally should

be expectedto be inversely related to the before-the-shock

size of that region.

Interestingly enough, it has been demonstratedby PETERMAN (1976)

that for reproductiveecosystems,like a population of fish in

a lake, the size of the domains of attraction is substantually

influenced by man's harvesting from the system. The same effect

will be shown below for a simple model of economic growth.

It appearsto be a principle of a very general kind that in-

creasedharvestingcausesa shrinking of domains of attraction

around natural, viable equilibria and, thus, diminishes the

recuperativepowers of such systems.

And, clearly, as the system becomesmore likely to react to a

small, suddenchangeof external conditions by a qualitative

changeof behavior - its resilience is on the decrease.

On the other hand, economic systemsare in most casesdesigned1)

for maximum yield, that is to maximise the harvestor sum of

withdrawals from the reproductioncycle.

A system then, which yields maximum harvesteither in

1)or, at least, economic theory says they should be. Otherwise
they are being called un-economical.
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a static or dynamic senseis called an optimally designed'and

controlled system.

This points to a general tradeoff between the goals of resilience

(in the senseof the likelihood of qualitative persistenceof

the system in case of perturbations)and optimality (in the

senseof maximality of harvest from an unperturbedsystem).

ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

What can we, economistsand engeneerslearn from this ?

The economic theory of reproduction-harvestsystems, the

theory of economic growth, has tended to view the economic

world as a globally viable system. Accepting this view there

is, of course, no reson why one should follow a policy other

than the on which maximizes "harvest", that is the consumption

flow from the economic reproductionsystem (see KOOPMANS (1965).

We shall argue, however, by means of a simple growth-model that

the presenceof multiple equilibria deservesmore attention,

simply becausealternativeequilibria might be of qualitatively

different nature.1) And we plead that economistsshould stop

seeing a virtue in having a globally stablemodel and to assume

the global viability of their economic systems-justas ecolo-

gists had to give up the comfortable idea of infinitely for-

giving Mother Nature.

A SIMPLE GROWTH MODEL

The following growth model is, in several components,very

similar to the well-known neo-classicalaggregategrowth models

1)Here the term 'qualitatively different' is not to mean only
the difference between stable and unstableequilibria but,
above all, points to the difference betweenequilibria in
which the system could continue to exist and others in which
it could not.
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(see SOLOW (1956), SWAN (1956». The reasonwhy we picked this

model is that it appearedto be the simplest one by the use of

which we could still make our point.

Assume that the production system uses two homogeneousinputs

called "capital stock" and "labour" in the respectiveamounts

K(t) and L(t) at time t, and let the gross output flow of a

universal good G(t) at time t be given by a COBB-DOUGLAS

production function as1)

with A, Y > 0 , 0 < a < 1 •
o

Y is the part of output notproducedby capital and labour,
o

or which is not produced"domestically".

After deductingdepreciationof capital stock

A·K(t) ,A> 0, we arrive at net output flow 2) Y(t)

The part of output that is consumedis denotedby G, the rest

is immediately reinvestedleading to an increasein capital

stock of

Writing

dK
(dt =:)

.
K = Y - C.

k = K/L

c = CIL

w = Y IL,o

1)It is not necessaryto assumethat G(t) has this special
form, but this is not the kind of "generality" we are after.

2)From hereon, the argument "t" is omitted for easeof notation
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k being the capital stock per capita, etc., we find a system

equationwhich involves only the variables k and w,

.
k ::: Ako+ w - ().+ ｾ ｽ ｫ

L - c.

.
Moreover, if labor grows exponentially, i.e. ｾ ::: nand

c ::: constant1} then the behavior of the resulting growth of

capital stock per capita can be visualized by the following

Figures 2 and 3.

1}In reality, both the consumptionbehavior of highly developed
and of very underdeveloped economiestend to be determined
by factors other than aggregateproduction possibilities.
For the latter economiesit is the subsistenceminimum which
dictates consumptionper capita, for the former it is,among
other things, the reluctanceto realize that the "Empire" does
not exist any more.



ｾｾｾＮ
k * 1--------------------------

k

t

FIGURE 3

It is clear from FIGURE 2 that for each c£<w,c> the system has

two stable equilibria, of which the upper one, k*, can be

thought of as the viable one, becausethe lower one, k*,

correspondsto zero capital stock. Note also that the lower

equilibrium does not correspondto a stationarypoint of the
•

system equation (k = 0) but is similar to the boundary d-d in FIG.1.

FIGURE 3 shows the phaseportrait expandedby the time variable t.

The seperatrix, that is the set of points seperatingthe domains- -
of attraction [O,k > and <k,oo> of the respectivestable,equi-

libria k* and k*, consists,inthis case of a one-variable
1) -system ,of the real number k, which correspondsto an unstable

equilibrium.

Hence, if an economy startswith a capital stock per capita

below k, this capital stock will tend to decline even more,

if it is above k, it will approachthe upper stableequilibrium

k*. The capital stock per capita k is the critical one for a

1)forgetting about w for the moment, or w = const.
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take-off into self-sustainedgrowth. We shall, in fact, propose

below1) to distinguish betweendevelopedand underdeveloped

regions by checking whether they operatearound one of their

unstableor around one of their stable and viable equilibria.

Note here, that a cut in unproducedincome per capita (or

foreign aid or whatever you call it) could swith a system

from the upper to the lower domain of attraction, if it is

operating around the unstableequilibrium k.

CATASTROPHES

Let us now examine how our economic systemreacts to variations

in the consumptionper capita c. Suppose, thus, that in

FIGURE 2 the system is at the upper equilibrium k* and c is

slowly increasing. Then k* moves smoothly to the left until
4

it reachesthe point k, with the correspondingconsumptionper

capita of c. Once we got to this point, only a slight increase

in c 2) causesthe equilibrium to drop to k*. Or, to put it

differently, k finds itself in the domain of attractionof the

equilibrium ｾ Ｎ We can also follow this processin FIGURE 3

and observe that increasingc leads to a decreasein the size

of the stability region of :the upper equilibrium, measurable

by the length of the interval [k, k*J until, finally, at c
this interval collapsesto a point.

This demonstratesthat for our economic model .in parallel to

PETERMAN's ecological case, the size of the upper stability

region, correspondingto the viable equilibrium of the system

is inversely related to the harvest from the system.

1)as a sort of "stylized fact"

2)or decreasein w , or another changeof

the Aku+w -(A+n)kcurve downwards.
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Note that, after having increasedconsumptionbeyond c,the

corresponding"catastrophicjump" of the equilibrium cannot

be reversedby decreasingc to e again: A much larger decrease

of c will be neededto "catch the system" on its way into di-

saster.

Looking at the simple model many would probably argue that

the model is not correct becausethe assumptionsofthe model

are not realistic because,for example, it is obvious that,

want it or not, consumptionhas to be decreasedQS output is

dropping to zero. Also, as everybody knows, the technological

coefficient a would fall with rising capital stock per capita.

Being aware of all that1) we make the point here that c and

a, as well as A and A , are varying qualitatively more slowly

than production and capital stock.

Moreover, for the qualitative analysis presentedit turns out

to be fruitful to consider relatively slow variablesas constants

first and to examine the equilibrium behavior of the relatively

fast variables. Thereafterthe reactionsof the equilibria and

domains of attraction on variations of the slow variablescan

be traced out.

Fortunately, the myriads of different equilibrium configurations

which one might expect can - at least for models with few variables-

all be categorizedinto a finite, and even small,numberof

"elementarycatastrophes"2).This is the main implication for

dynamical systemsanalysisof the deeply rooted but often easy

to apply results of "catastrophetheory", see THOM (1972). The

ｲ ･ ｳ ｵ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｧ methodology has been used extensively (e.g.JONES (1975)),

1)Modelling in greaterdetail could, foT. example, reveal an
additional lower stable equilibrium k*, a < k* < ie, corresponding
to a primitive prehistorical society. But, eventueally, it also
leads to economic models like "cembalo playing automatons",
Marchetti (1976),whereeverything dependson everything.

2)The terminology will become apparentbelow.
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ISNARD & ｚｅｅｾｭｎ (1974), ｚ ｅ ｅ ｾ ｭ ｎ (1976) to explain the qualita-

tive evolution of multiple equilibria systems1).

Thus, keeping all slow variablesconstant but one - in our

case c is the one - and then tracing out the equilibria with

respect to variations in c we arrive at the simplest "elementary

catastrophe"configuration, the "fold catastrophe"displayed

by the following FIGURE.

FIGURE 4 shows the "equilibrium pairs of consumptionper capita

c and capital stock per capita k that can occur in the model.

The equilibrium manifold is given by the line A-B-C-D and the

stable (unstable) equilibria correspondto full (dashed) line

segments.

A

equilibrium
capital
stock per
capita

size of upper
domain of attracti

t
/ k

C ,

w

FIGURE 4

down
D

consumption
per capita

1)The only application in economics, so far, seems to be ZEEMAN(1974)
on a subject where the presenceof multiple equilibria is
more obvious.
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The idea behind drawing the equilibrium manifold is that because

k is assumedto be a fast variable it can always be thought

of as being at its equilibrium value with respectto c. Clearly

the position and the "Gestalt" of the manifold depend on the,

presently constant, values of the other slow variables as well,

and we return to that shortly.

FIGURE 4 illustratesagain how the size of the upper domain

of attraction drops when consumptionper capita moves towards

c from lower levels. Arriving at c, obviously, the resilience

of the system is at a minimum, becauseeven the smallest "shock"

for example a decreasein output by the agricultural sector

causedby bad weatheror a decreasein non-domesticproduct w

causedby a suddencurrency revaluation, etc., could lead to a

"catastrophic" jump of the equilibrium to a non-viable domain,

representedhere by a zero capital stock. Moreover FIGURE 4 shows

thatoncecapital stock got close to zero, in order to attain

the upper domain of attraction c has to be decreasedto below

w or, in turn, w has to be increasedto above c.

THE REAL WORLD: WESTERN EUROPE AND MIDDLE-SOUTH ASIA

Naturally the questionariseswhether real economiesbehave

as if they maximized consumption, or resilienceor a combination

of both. To arrive atarough indication the following aggregate

data for the regions Europe (excluding EasternEurope) and

Middle and South East Asia have been used.1)

l)The data have been compiled and aggregatedfrom the following
sources:
Mesarovic and Pestel, eds., Multilevel Computer Model of World
DevelopmentSystem, IIASA SP-74-2, vol. II, 1974, p. B50i
w. Stroebele,Untersuchungenzum Wachstum der Weltwirtschaft
mit Hilfe eines regionalisiertenWeltmodells, Dissertation,
TU Hannover, 1975, pp. 137, 174; UN DemographicYearbook,
1973, p. 81; UN Yearbook of National Account Statistics, pp.6,
7 and others.
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Developed Region Less DevelopedRegion
(Middle and

(Europe) South Asia)

All in 1970 $ for 1970

output elasticity of 0.12 0.80
capital a

capital per capita k 7240 $ 250 $

income per capita y 2270 $ 120 $

coefficient A
(calculated from a,k,y) 783 1. 44

population growth
rate*' n .008 0.028

depreciationrate A
(weighted average) .105 0.06

conswnption/cap.-c
(incl. gov. exp.) 1691 $ 105 $

conswnption/cap.-c
(excI. gov. exp.) 1336 $ 91 $

*'
The difference between "labor growth" and "population growth"
has been neglected.

The situationsof the different regions as mapped into our

simple growth model are now illustrated by FIGURES 5 and 6,1)

which are similar to FIGURE 2.

1)we assumefor the moment that w, the unproducedincome,
is small comparedto produced income and setw = o. Further-
more we assumethat the data given above correspondto
equilibria statesof the respectiveeconomies.This is a
weak point in the argwnent but it is also the only way how
static data can be used in a dynamic model.
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DevelopedRegion

1723 (:1----
1691 CI--- ［ ［ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ｂ Ｍ .....................ｾａｫ｡ - (A + n)k
1460
1336 c

___________________...I....- -<>k

2075...
k=2075

7240

k*(1460) = 7240

FIGURE 5

Less Developed Region

...
k ｾＲＱＰＰＰＰ

---- ----I.. ....L-__ k
250

k(97)=250

97
91 c -1-----

-105 c

FIGURE 6
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\

What springsjto eye is that the LOR operatesat the lower,
,. -

unstableequilibrium k of its economic system. According to

the share of goverment expenditurethat leads to capital for-

mation the capital stock of the LOR either declines to k* or

begins to grow towards the upper equilibrium k*. This under-

lines the crucial importanceof govermentpolicy for LORs.

The situation for the OR is qualitatively different becausethis

region operatesat the upper, stable equilibrium of its economic

systemand this is so, irrespectiveof the consumptiveshare

in govermentexpenditure.Apparently the reasonis that the DR

has accumulateda capital stock per capita considerablylarger

than the one necessaryto sustainactual consumption (with

"perfect foresight"). On the other hand, maximum sustafnable

consumptionwould be c= 1723 $, while actual consumption is

only 1460 $.

But this means that the DR behavesas if it followed a composite

objective, including the harvest from the system ｢ ｾ ｴ also attach

ｾ ｡ ｩ ｧ ｨ ｴ to the resilienceof the system, that is in this case

the "distance" from the critical consumptionc. 1)

Note that the above statementsare made for each region with

respectto "its economic system", i.e. it s particular set of

values for the parametersA,a,A and n. But, to say that again,

these are slowly changingvariables, too, and if we were to

model the transition of a LOR to a OR, we would have to investi-

gate how these changestake place.

The following FIGURE 7 shows the equilibrium capital stock as

dependingon the values of the slow variables c and a.

1)If, reversing the argument, we categorizea region as deve-
loped or underdevelopedaccording to whether it operatedat
the stable or unstableequilibrium, then we would probably
call "underdeveloping" (a term which has been used in connection
with Britain and Italy) a region where consumptiondangerously
approachesor has just surpassedc.
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FIGURE 7

A

c

The upper equilibrium is representedby the upper sheetAEFB

of the equilibrium manifold. For a particular fixed value of a,

again, we obtain the submanifold ABeD of FIGURE 4. If an economy

is in or near the position marked in the FIGURE by a dot in

the front-left comerof the surface then - other things being

unchanged- an increasein c and a ､･｣ｲ･ｾｳ･ in a move the

economy towards the edge BF of the manifold. Both a decreasing

and c increasingare realistic assumptionssupportedby

empirical evidencebut, of course, other things are not unchanged.

There is technical progress,decreasesin population growth but

also increasesin the rate at which capital goods become obsolete

and the superpositionof all these external disturbancesmight
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shift the frontier BF to either side - with all the implactions

mentioned in connectionwith FIGURE 4.

CONCLUSIONS

The purposeof the presentpaper was to indicate by means of

a simple example how qualitative transitions in economic muIti-

equilibria systemscould be stimulated, the purposewas not to

show how these transitionswould end up.

The first conclusion is that models like the ones from cata-

strophe theory should, in the social- sciences,be used to ob-

tain qualitiative information about possible structural changes

that are ahead. If the systemdoes in fact change, in the form

of a catastrophicjump to a new equilibriUID,then the inner

structureof the system is likely to undergo rapid change, which

is certainly not predictablewithin the model itself.

Social sciencesare, in this respect, in a somewhatdifferent

situation to (non-human) ecology, where "Mutter Natur" decides

what the system is going to be like after a structural change.

But who would dare to predict the year 1800 by using a model

of the French economy and society in the year 1788 or the

political structure in South-Africa in five years time ?

The secondconclusion is that economic scienceshould think

twice about the conventionalequivalencebetween being "rational"

and being a "consumptionmaximizer". This does not mean that

rational man does not try to optimize his situation but it means

that rational man cares also about the maintenance(or change)

of the qualitative structureof the economic systemwithin

which he operates.
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